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policy challenges. Using real and simulated
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and then apply appropriate financial
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According to the Finance Ministry, the Second War in Lebanon
will ultimately cost Israel up to $5 billion.
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Introduction

I

n September 2006, a month after the United Nations brokered a ceasefire in the Second War
in Lebanon, the Milken Institute held two Financial Innovation Labs to address recovery
and development in northern Israel.

From July 12, when the war began, until the August ceasefire, more than 4,228 Hezbollahlaunched missiles landed inside Israel against civilian targets. The explicit objective, as stated
by Hezbollah’s Secretary General Hasan Nasrallah in an interview at the time, was to bring the
entire economy of northern Israel—home to Jews, Arabs, and Druze, and roughly 40 percent of
the nation’s population—to a halt.1
According to the Finance Ministry, the war will ultimately cost Israel up to $5 billion. The
Federation of Israeli Chambers of Commerce estimates that businesses in northern Israel lost
approximately $1.4 billion in revenues.2 Rocket attacks leveled nearly 6,000 homes throughout

Haifa, Nazareth, and Tiberias. Dozens of kibbutzim, moshavim, and Druze and Arab villages
were made temporarily uninhabitable.3 Fires destroyed up to 9,000 acres of forest.4
While unable to curb Israel’s technology-driven macroeconomic growth, which continues at a
robust pace,5 the attacks did accomplish the Hezbollah objective of further weakening the regional
economy in the north, which had entered the war with a weak labor and housing market, and was
lagging behind the national average in other areas of commercial and industrial activity.6
During the war, the Milken Institute was forced to cancel a conference on financing economic
development in the Galilee, scheduled at The Western Galilee College in Acre. During subsequent
meetings with colleagues at the Koret Israel Economic Development Funds and The Portland Trust,
as well as with Knesset members and Israeli cabinet officials, plans were undertaken to convene
U.S. and Israeli experts for Financial Innovation Labs in order to define new strategies for breaking
the logjam of project funding for northern Israel development and to facilitate postwar recovery
in the region.
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Map of missile strikes on Northern Israel

Source: Uzi Rubin, “Hezoallah’s Rocket Campaign Against Northern Israel,” Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, August 31, 2006

Representatives from the banking, investment, legal, philanthropic, and government sectors attended
the two September Labs, held at the Milken Institute in Santa Monica and at the corporate headquarters
of Bloomberg in New York. An October meeting, at which findings from the Labs were presented, took
place in Acre with local leaders in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. More sessions were held in
January 2007 at the Israeli Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Labor. A list of all
the participants and their affiliations can be found in appendix I.

Introduction

The labs explored alternative
financing options:
■

Develop a Northern Israel Recovery and Redevelopment Bond Authority for infrastructure and publicprivate projects. Participants reviewed the possibility of using pooled-revenue bond models issued by
(a) U.S. governmental authorities to access the U.S. tax-exempt municipal bond market or (b) Israeli
local and regional authorities, to attract investment from philanthropies, governments, private investors,
and public-private partnerships. The group examined regulatory, tax, and credit incentives, and the
ability to leverage emergency philanthropic and government funds for credit enhancement. A regional
bond authority would provide for a sub-sovereign issuing facility to issue bonds and notes for revenue
producing facilities and infrastructure to accelerate northern Israel’s economic development.

■

Expand the Koret Israel Economic Development Funds for small-business development. Representatives
of KIEDF presented Koret’s successful revolving loan fund model, which provides greater liquidity to
borrowers and benefits small-business entrepreneurs who would have difficulty securing bank financing
on reasonable terms, especially in outlying areas and regions of high unemployment.

■

Develop a northern Israel small-business collateralized loan obligation. Participants explored the
potential benefits and challenges of developing a targeted collateralized loan obligation (CLO),
a financial security whose underlying assets and related cash flows to investors consist of a diversified
pool of business loans. (CLOs are identical to collateralized mortgage obligations, CMOs, or other
asset securities except that their underlying assets are loans.) By securitizing pools of higher-risk smallbusiness loans and using credit-enhancement/loan-loss reserve structures, a CLO could increase
liquidity for Israeli banks and increase lending to entrepreneurs.

■

Develop a northern Israel capital access program: an expanded loan-loss reserve program for recovering
businesses. The quick implementation of low-cost, non-bureaucratic loan mechanisms was addressed.
These would be similar to U.S. programs that provide accelerated credit to hard-hit businesses. Potential
funding sources include U.S. philanthropies and the Israeli government.

■

Develop northern Israel community investment notes. Participants explored the feasibility of
adapting community investment products—unsecured, fixed-rate instruments with flexible terms,
denominations, and interest rates—for funding affordable housing, facilities, and small-business loans.
Potential sources of capital include individual and institutional philanthropic investors to create a
sustainable base of low-cost capital for nonprofits and businesses in the region.
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Aid from government agencies or foreign entities is typically too cumbersome
to access for long-term infrastructure and development projects.

Part I:

Issues & Perspective

ISSUES & PERSPECTIVE

he overall economic situation in northern Israel has long been neglected but, prior
to the war, became the target of renewed public policy interest in the wake of Gaza
disengagement and the need to address internal economic security issues. The
region is characterized by relatively high unemployment (11.5 percent, compared to
8.3 percent nationally), high poverty rates (36 percent below the poverty line, compared to 24 percent
nationally), and low average income (77 percent of the national average). Furthermore, the region
experienced five years of negative out-migration, which continued unabated prior to the war.
Residential housing starts declined steadily after 1996 and have remained flat since 2005. While
total sales of new apartments have increased gradually in Israel, this has not been the case in the
north. Real estate price declines persisted from 2004 to 2006. During the three years of national
macroeconomic recovery (2003–2006), the northern region’s employment lagged behind the
national average. The total unemployment rate began to decline in 2005 and continued to drop
nationally in 2006, but unemployment rose in 2005 in the north and only began a slight decline
in 2006. Unemployment rates there are still above the pre-intifada recession rates. 7

The Funding Challenge
Northern Israel requires a rapid influx of capital for postwar recovery, business formation,
infrastructure development, and job creation to attract and retain population, and to integrate
into the country’s core growth economy. The region will remain increasingly vulnerable to
economic deterioration without the completion of long-delayed infrastructure and business
development projects in water, transportation, communications, energy, environment, and
urban revitalization.
The task of job creation will depend entirely on the speed with which the north’s regional
economy is rehabilitated and how quickly the rate of economic development moves beyond
prewar levels. The inability to integrate the Galilee and northern Israel economically, physically,
and demographically could now, as happened before, undermine Israel’s national security. 8
Since the Second War in Lebanon, emergency aid offers have poured into Israel. However, aid
from government agencies or foreign entities is typically insufficient or cumbersome to access for
longer-term infrastructure and development projects. For this reason, the region needs to focus on
alternative funding options—leveraging available government funds through the capital markets
to meet project costs on credit-enhanced terms while cutting the time to market for project
implementation. This will involve private-sector initiatives and public-private partnerships.
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The Financial Innovation Labs
The two Financial Innovation Labs featured half-day sessions during which teams of participants examined funding-gap scenarios and solutions for specific kinds of finance and infrastructure projects.
In late October in Acre, the results of the Labs were presented to representatives of the Confrontation Line
Forum (Forum Kav Ha-Imut), an organization of administrators, mayors, and representatives of kibbutz
industries, businesses, and various other public, private, and nonprofit enterprises active in northern
Israel. Vice Prime Minister Shimon Peres, who serves as minister for the development of the Negev and
Galilee, addressed this conference about economic development in northern Israel. In January, additional
meetings were held at the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor, and at the
Public-Private Partnership office of the Finance Ministry (hosted by Inbal, the government-owned insurance corporation). These sessions were scheduled to advance the identification and approval of projects,
and the facilitation of inter-ministerial assistance.9
Over the course of the Labs, participants concluded that of the alternative financing ideas put forward,
three were the most feasible and pressing:
■

Develop a Northern Israel Recovery and Redevelopment Bond Authority for infrastructure and publicprivate projects.

■

Expand the Koret Israel Economic Development Funds for small-business development.

■

Develop a northern Israel small-business collateralized loan obligation.

Finally, Lab participants recommended using the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) Offset Program as an
innovative means of financing. By replanting trees in the decimated forest area of northern Israel and
participating in CCX, the region stands to gain an estimated $3.5 million over twenty years.10
In the following section, we detail the three selected financing options. For each, we recommend action
items and a timeline for steps leading to implementation.

Possible Solutions

Part II:

Fina nc ial Innovation s f or E c onom ic R e c o v ery
a n d De velopment i n Nort her n Isr ael
Possible Solutions

S o lu t i o n

1

Develop a Northern Israel Recovery and Redevelopment
Bond Authority for infrastructure and public-private projects

Although the United States has long issued bonds for infrastructure and regional development
(typically called municipal or revenue bonds), the practice is fairly new in Israel. In the U. S. and
many other countries, governments, local and regional authorities, and nonprofit organizations
issue the bonds, which may be taxable or tax-exempt, to access financing for essential social
services, such as housing and physical infrastructure. Municipal bonds can also be made available
for public-private partnership or for private commercial and industrial development. The use
of such bonds can attract investment from philanthropies, other governments, private investors,
and public-private partnerships. Using a private-sector operator to manage such projects and
private investors reduces the risk to public capital.
A private activity bond is used in public-private partnerships in which the government does not
necessarily pledge its credit but issues a security for qualified projects whose public purpose benefits
a private entity. The potential use of such bonds would result in an influx of capital to repair
and develop northern Israel’s failing water, transportation, communications, education, energy,
and environmental infrastructures, and accelerate much-needed economic development projects.
For example, bonds could be issued for upgrading and modernizing regional hospitals, thereby
expanding emergency and other health care. Wastewater and alternative energy projects could also
be targeted. Similarly, tourism-related economic development projects (e.g., coastal protection
of the Kinneret) could benefit, as would industrial parks and incubators focused on competitive
advantages of the region (clean technology and biotechnology). Finally, transportation projects
that support the overall level of economic activity, both within the region and between the north
and the central part of Israel, could be advanced with additional funds. New infrastructure would
spur economic growth, attracting new jobs and capital to the region.
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Figure 1 depicts the private activity bond model recommended for the proposed Northern Israel Recovery
and Redevelopment Bond Authority. In this model, a public conduit, such as a regional authority, would
act as the bond issuer. A private-sector operator, either existing or established specifically for this purpose,
would contract to operate the infrastructure development and receive net operating revenue. In turn, the
operator would assume a large portion of the project development risk.
To mitigate risk further, a credit-enhancement pool (a reserve fund) might be established by joining
government and philanthropic entities. Again, the use of a private-sector operator and private investors
would reduce risk to public capital.
The remainder of this section addresses specific implementation components of Solution 1 and the model,

U.S. tax-exempt
bond financing
issued in parallel
to an Israeli bond
issuance could
attract investors
not normally
available to
Israeli projects.

based on discussions during Lab sessions.
F igure

Step 1: Identify the Issuer

1

Private activity bond model

A number of approaches could improve the creditworthiness and time to market of Israeli-issued project
financing through either private activity or conventional
sub-sovereign public issuance. However, one additional
idea was to access U.S. tax-exempt bond financing, either
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Source: Flanagan and Seltzer, 2000

Commercial risks,
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lowering the cost of borrowing for the project.
According to preliminary guidance provided by the law firms Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP and
Arnold & Porter LLP, some U.S. state or municipal entities do issue bonds to finance cross-border projects
if the issuer can demonstrate that the project has a “domestic tie” or provides a “local benefit.” A local
benefit can be as simple as a fee charged for the bond issuance or limited job creation. A relationship
between the project’s private-sector operator and a U.S domestic entity (e.g., a nonprofit, such as the
United Jewish Communities, Jewish National Fund, Friends of the Galilee Regional Authority, Society for
the Protection of Nature in Israel, Israel Bonds, etc.) could provide the necessary domestic tie and local
benefit. Further, the financing structure must be approved by a local agency in the issuance state.

Net
operating
revenues
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Precedents exist for cross-jurisdictional issuance. To date, state or local agencies in Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Missouri, Indiana, Arizona, and Delaware have issued bonds to finance projects located in
other states. There is also precedent for adopting this structure internationally; a California authority
issued bonds for capital projects at scientific research sites in Chile, where the facilities were owned by the
University of California.
In 2006, the Dormitory Authority of the State of New York (DASNY), which provides financing and
construction services to public and private universities, not-for-profit health-care facilities, and other
institutions, investigated a similar international issuance structure for a facility to be located in Israel.
DASNY sought legislation to clarify its authority to issue hospital reconstruction bonds for Hadassah
Women’s Zionist Organization of America. Although a review of the legal and tax requirements produced
generally favorable findings, the legislative effort was not completed in the last legislative session but may
be pursued under the new gubernatorial administration.
Lab participants from Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe noted that the Internal Revenue Service has been
grown more vigilant in auditing municipal bond issues, particularly those perceived to “stretch the

A sponsor bank
would have
financial interest
in moving the
project forward
and might provide
a large source of
senior debt.

envelope.” Thus, any U.S. tax-exempt issue may require obtaining a “private-letter ruling” from the IRS,
approving the tax-exempt status of the bonds. A detailed review of legal issues, prepared by Arnold &
Porter, appears in appendix II.
Nonetheless, Lab participants remained convinced that using a U.S. conduit was a feasible option for issuance
of Israel infrastructure bonds. If not a U.S. municipality, the conduit might be a nonprofit entity created for
the purpose of the issuances. Similarly, an existing 501(c)(3) organization, such as Jewish National Fund
(JNF), the American Technion Society (ATS), or supporters of the Galilee Regional Authority, could serve
this purpose. Such an organization might partner with an existing municipal agency to fulfill the “local
benefit” requirement. The nonprofit might, for example, partner with the East Coast-based electronic
toll-gathering company E-ZPass when building a toll road in Israel. A portion of the revenue would go to
E-ZPass, providing a local connection and benefit. Similarly, a water-treatment facility could partner with a
water-treatment company (e.g., U.S. Filter) to construct similar facilities in Israel.
Any U.S.-issued bond would require an Israel-based sponsor. Some Lab participants suggested the option of
using the Israeli government, which participated in the successful construction of the Trans–Israel Highway
(Highway 6). The government has already completed a number of feasibility studies for infrastructure
projects, and its expertise is essential.
A second option is enlisting an established Israeli bank as project sponsor. A bank would have financial
interest in moving the project forward and might provide a large source of senior debt for the proposed
basket of transactions that could include railway, highway, hospitals, educational facilities, energy, waste
treatment and other projects.
Discussion also centered on a taxable, shekel-denominated, sub-sovereign Israeli issue to create the
regional infrastructure investment facility. Participants emphasized that tax exemption should not
be a primary objective, and that many methods existed to further credit-enhance existing projects in
northern Israel.
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Source: Based on George Ames, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2004

Based on the U.S. model of state revolving funds (SRFs, depicted in figure 2), government grants
could serve as equity in these bond structures, with additional debt tranches subordinated through a
combination of U.S. and Israeli government guarantees, as well as complementary credit enhancements
or bond issuance by philanthropic foundations.
Several of the foundations present expressed interest in participating as credit enhancers. This interest has
since been confirmed from other philanthropic organizations to participate in methods of enhancing credit
worthiness of Israeli sub-sovereign issues on a pari passu (equal) basis with the Israeli government.

Action Items: Identify the Issuer
■

Understand the legal and financial issues of using a U.S. conduit to issue the bond(s). Study interstate and international
issuances, and analyze applications appropriate to Israel issuance.

■

If necessary, work to change laws of at least one state to allow issuance to benefit Israeli entities. Obtain possible IRS ruling.

■

Identify ability to create a nonprofit to act as the conduit, and/or reach out to appropriate nonprofits.Define legal needs to obtain
either a separate sub-sovereign authority (e.g., Galilee Development Authority) or facility (e.g., credit facility for Israel Railroads
or Northern subsidiary of Highway 6 Corporation, Derech Eretz) for issuing notes and bonds.

■

Identify an Israeli sponsor; if the government is the sponsor, identify liaison for project(s) and issuing organization(s).

Possible Solutions 13

Step 2: Identify Infrastructure Projects
The Israeli Ministry of Finance and the Galilee Development Authority have evaluated several promising
but unfunded infrastructure projects that would accelerate northern Israel and Galilee development.
These include:
■

■

■

■

Highway 6 extension to the Cabri
and Amihad junctions
a central Galilee wastewater
treatment plant
for environmental remediation
solid-waste and recycling plants
in the Galilee
railroad upgrades (coastal line) and new
construction (Nahariya-Carmiel and
Emek lines)

■

urban revitalization projects in the Galilee
(Acre, Nahariya, Safed, Tiberias,
Kiryat Shemona)

■

Kinneret coastal development

■

alternative energy projects

■

industrial parks

■

incubators

■

a Galilee research park

Action Items: Identify Infrastructure Projects
■

Gather list of projects and feasibility studies from Israeli Finance Ministry and Galilee Development Authority.

■

Assess the accuracy of government studies. Do outside factors exist that government studies do not identify? (Word of mouth,
for example, resulted in increased use of Highway 6, but this was not accounted for in the original study).

Step 3: Evaluate the Projects
A task force
must assume
responsibility for
assessment and
evaluation, and
should be required
to issue periodic
reports.

Lab participants noted that a main constraint of bond issuance is construction and financing feasibility.
If a project (or project bundle) is too time consuming, politically unfeasible, or too cumbersome, interest
in investment will fade. And failure of first-round projects may hinder investments in subsequent bond
issuances. It is essential therefore to conduct an evaluation of each project’s statutory status (i.e., its
satisfaction of legal entitlement), feasibility, cost, and return on investment. Projects should be ranked
according to ease of implementation and economic/developmental impact.
One proposal called for dividing the project portfolio by use (transportation, urban revitalization,
environmental and water projects, energy, tourism) to promote investment by mission-related groups
and/or foundations. In addition, a task force could identify project combinations or the most promising
projects in terms of feasibility, cost, time, and revenue.
Fortunately, some feasibility studies already exist,11 among which are a number of feasible, “off-the-shelf ”
projects that will have a large impact on the region’s development—for example, railroad and highway
upgrading and construction, and energy, environmental, and tourism projects.
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Careful and continuous oversight will ensure that the projects stay on track and will provide valuable
information to investors and key stakeholders. Detailed reporting throughout each phase of a project will
provide “lessons learned” for future bond issuances. At the onset of the project, a task force must assume
responsibility for assessment and evaluation. The team should be allotted a budget for this process and
should be required to issue periodic reports. Lab participants recommended the immediate organization
of this task force, with participation and approval of the Israeli government, but led by private-sector
foundations and investors.

Action Items: Assess and Evaluate the Project
■

Evaluation of statutory status, feasibility, cost, return on investment of projects.

■

Rank projects on level of development, ease of implementation, economic impact, and financial return.

■

Create a Northern Israel Regional Task force to identify the best combination of projects. Create a task force responsible
for ongoing project evaluation based on financial returns and ease of implementation.

■

Identify funding to ensure ongoing oversight, including status checks, and regular reports issued to investors
and key stakeholders.

■

Identify funding for additional research and development as needed.

Step 4: Develop Financing Options
A number of options were discussed for optimizing the capital structure for the portfolio of infrastructure
projects. In most cases, options can be developed in conjunction with one another to maximize financing,
enhance capital market creditworthiness, and accelerate project completion. This list of financing ideas is
by no means exhaustive. Future meetings may result in additional, or more appealing, funding options.

» Option A: Use tax increment financing (TIF) bonds or tax-credit bonds
to pay project startup expenses

Because it can take five years or more to see revenue from a project (tolls from a toll road, for example),
the sale of tax increment financing (TIF) or tax-credit bonds could support debt financing up front for
the project. Proponents argue that it is relatively easy to find investors for TIF bonds and that tax-credit
bonds have been proposed for financing redevelopment after Hurricane Katrina.
This option would provide tax credit to private investors. Tax credits could be structured and pooled as
part of the financing structure, attracting local and foreign investors. No explicit TIF legislation exists in
Israel, but the Israel Tax Authority has improvised approval of assignment of property tax (arnona) and
improvement taxes (tel hasbacha) for increment financing purposes. These revenues could assist in bond
repayment. The legal structure under Israeli law must permit an absolute pledge of the tax increment or
other revenues to secure bondholders.

Possible Solutions 15

» Option B: Explore credit-enhancement alternatives
Participants agreed that credit enhancement is essential to the financing program. Credit enhancement
can take a number of forms, including guarantees, insurance, and collateral; moreover, multiple forms of
credit enhancement can support a single transaction.
Guarantees are common in project financing and can come from governmental or private-sector sources.
Federal guarantee programs, such as those administered by the U.S. Export-Import Bank and the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) may be available. The Israeli government has also issued guarantees
in support of particular projects. Insurance products may be available from governmental sources (OPIC
offers an insurance product, as well as guarantees) or from private-sector firms, such as MBIA. To give a
recent example, an Israeli natural-gas pipeline project was financed through a credit facility guaranteed by
the Israeli government, with OPIC insurance backstopping the sovereign guarantee.
Bond collateral can include physical or financial assets. One way to use financial collateral is to set aside
cash or bonds in a “defeasance pool” to service the debt, a fairly common practice in municipal finance.
A variation of the defeasance pool was used in the Israeli government’s foreign military sales refinancing,
in which Israel’s payment obligations were partly secured by a pool of zero-coupon bonds purchased at
deep discount and designed to mature at the exact dates and in the exact amounts necessary to support
each payment obligation.
F igure
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One participant noted that for certain

Leveraged reserve fund program

projects it may be possible to have a
series of “custom-issued” U.S. Treasury

Investment at 4.25%
Seed capital
$100
Released principal
not needed for subsidy

zero-coupon bonds or Treasury “strips”

U.S. Treasury
investments yielding
$100 at 4.25%

designed to meet the particular project
requirements. As shown in figure 3,
these can also be used to leverage the
state revolving funds model depicted
earlier, in figure 2. Excess repayments (in

$4.25 interest earnings

this example, totaling $100) are used as
seed capital for U.S. Treasury bonds. The

Revenue bonds
$200 at 4.25%
($9 interest)
Source: Bear Stearns

Loan at 2.125%

Principal and
$4.25 interest

Municipal loan
portfolio
$200 at 2.125%

interest earnings subsidize loans.
Another form of financial collateral, the
credit reserve fund, is discussed in greater
detail in the following section.
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» Option C: Ask the United States to provide investment credit assistance
rather than direct aid

A representative from the Israeli Embassy in Washington, D.C., suggested that U.S. aid to Israel be used
to provide investment credit assistance for infrastructure projects. He noted that the U.S. government
has promised monetary aid to Israel; with this aid, the Israeli government could provide a guarantee, or
credit enhancement, toward select projects. Current unutilized U. S. loan guarantees could be deployed
for projects in northern Israel.
Conversely, the aid money might go directly toward specific projects. This funding could also help
persuade the Israeli government to act as a sponsor. Participants suggested the possibility of tapping into
a portion of unutilized loan guarantees for this purpose. These measures could enable a shift from foreign
assistance toward a foreign investment model, thereby leveraging U. S. guarantees through private-sector
solutions to public infrastructure financing gaps.

» Option D: Create a social-purpose fund without specific project ties
Several Lab participants suggested issuing a social-purpose fund rather than waiting until projects are
assessed and bundled. This would provide a pool of capital without restricting it to a specific project or
group of projects. The fund could act as an anchor to funding because money would begin to pay returns
before the projects were selected, creating additional startup capital. A social-purpose fund might benefit
from the current political environment, which could prompt investment and donations to Israel and
leverage a larger pool of capital market resources for Galilee regional development.
Such a fund might include the previously mentioned option of incorporating U.S. government

A social-purpose
fund would
provide a pool of
capital without
restricting it to a
specific project or
group of projects.

commitments to Israel. The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) could become
involved to reduce overseas/cross-border risk, providing a U. S. credit backstop to Israeli government
or foundation guarantees.

Action Items: Develop Financing Options
■

Assess the likelihood of each financing option (plus additional options, as discussed by stakeholders) and how it might
affect project completion.

■

Focus on gathering startup financing for projects that will yield revenue.

■

Explore U. S. loan guarantees and/or Overseas Private Investment Corporation insurance or credit back-stops for northern
Israel infrastructure financing.
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Step 5: Structure Credit-Enhancement Partnerships
The credit-enhancement portion of the financing model, participants agreed, is key to alleviating both
startup and ongoing risk. Because infrastructure projects are long term, it was suggested that a creditenhancement structure be based on targets (releasing investment, for example, after completion of the

Foundations could
provide credit
enhancement
through guarantees
and deposits,
a loan-loss reserve,
over-collateralization,
or the purchase of
subordinated debt.

first phase). The credit enhancement would then revolve to the next set of projects, based on performance
targets, and increase the value of credit-enhancement dollars.
As detailed in Option B, credit enhancements come in a variety of forms, including guarantees, insurance,
collateral, and defeasance pools. Further, as discussed in Option C, government contributions can play a
role in credit enhancement. However, philanthropies and foundations interested in using program-related
investments to further their mission can take an even larger role. Under the 5 percent distribution rule of the IRS,
foundations may receive return on their investment if it is below market and in accordance with their program
guidelines. This investment may be counted toward the annual payout requirement. This is particularly true
for the small-business loan recommendations in Solution 2 and 3 (both expansion of revolving loans and
their securitization) but might also apply to the infrastructure bond fund. Foundations could provide credit
enhancement through guarantees and deposits, the creation of a loan-loss reserve, over-collateralization, or the
purchase of subordinated debt at a concessionary rate of return or more junior tranche level.
Figure 4 depicts the participants in a typical credit-enhancement model, also known as a credit reserve fund.
Philanthropies at the Labs acknowledged that they are not generally interested in infrastructure
investments; there is no direct connection between donated dollars and outcomes. And the length of
time is too long to warrant investment. However, they acknowledged that a project sponsor could educate
and attract philanthropic interest in such investments, especially if the projects are already selected.

F igure
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Philanthropic boards would need to evaluate timelines, revenue, and anticipated benefits before
committing to a credit-enhancement partnership. Their commitments may also depend on the kind of
project selected; a hospital, for example, could be more appealing than a toll road.

Action Items: Structure Credit-Enhancement Partnership(s)
■

Determine a structure for credit enhancements.

■

Identify potential partners and, if appropriate, allocate amounts. This is especially important for government contributions
(earmarked in budgets well in advance).

■

Educate philanthropies that might be active partners; board members and foundation networks may become interested
in a “mission-related” investment concept.

S o lu t i o n

2

Expand the Koret Israel Economic Development Funds
for small-business development

One of the most successful privately funded small-business development programs is the Koret Israel Economic
Development Funds (KIEDF). 12 Through its revolving loan fund, KIEDF puts philanthropic funds to work in
the private sector, providing small-business, micro-enterprise, and microfinance loans. Since its establishment
in 1994, the revolving loan fund has helped create and strengthen small businesses in Israel that would have
had difficulty securing bank financing on reasonable terms, especially in outlying areas and regions of high
unemployment. KIEDF’s program also provides technical assistance to entrepreneurs. Since its inception,
KIEDF has facilitated more than $125 million in new financing with partner banks to 4,000 new and expanding
small businesses, and has created and sustained nearly 20,000 new and existing private-sector jobs.
Figure 5 depicts the revolving loan fund model.13 Itsobvious

F igure

success precluded much discussion of improvements or
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challenges, and participants encouraged KIEDF to expand
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S o lu t i o n

3

Develop a northern Israel small-business collateralized
loan obligation

A collateralized loan obligation is a type of security appropriate to small-business and community
development loans. It over-collateralizes the pool to provide additional security to investors. If loans
are used as collateral, the security is considered a CLO. And Lab participants did recommend that the
small-business loans provided by KIEDF, and small-business loans in general, be securitized in a targeted
(northern Israel) CLO. A targeted CLO would allow KIEDF and banks to go “one step further” in lending
providing liquidity in the constrained small-business credit sector. Securitization is a proven model that
has increased credit flows in other sectors. With the participation of a foundation or government agency
for credit enhancement, the structure could provide security to investors and enable smaller lenders, such
as KIEDF, to restructure their balance sheets, lower their cost of capital, and increase lending.
The structure of a typical CLO is shown in figure 6. A special-purpose vehicle (SPV) is formed and
assembles a loan pool through purchases of individual banks’ loans (or, in the case of securitizing KIEDF’s
small-business loans, through purchases of KIEDF’s loan portfolio). A portion of the cash flow is used to
issue securities, with the remainder used as a loss reserve. Depending on the complexity of the structure,
investors may take different risk positions in exchange for varied potential return. Figure 6 assumes senior
(traditionally, investment grade) and junior debt tranches, and an equity layer. Once the loan issuer has
sold its loans, it is free to issue new ones, providing capital to new borrowers.
Providing a loan-loss reserve through a credit enhancement could be an additional attraction for investors
to this higher-risk area. Such a credit reserve fund model is depicted in figure 4.

Figure
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Participants discussed two potential pools of credit enhancement:
■

The Israeli Government. According to Finance Ministry representatives, the Israeli government may
consider participating by providing a government guarantee. If the government becomes engaged,
participants suggested, banks would be more willing to lend to higher-risk borrowers.

■

Philanthropy and Foundations. Representatives from philanthropies expressed interest in their role
as credit enhancements. KIEDF expressed willingness directly, and through the Koret Foundation, to
participate in credit enhancement for a regionally targeted CLO. Other foundations have subsequently
expressed similar interest both in providing credit enhancement through the CLO and through a
recovery bond opportunity.

To successfully securitize loans, a local partner must act as the financial sponsor. Participants suggested
Israeli banks for this role, and a representative of Bank Hapoalim noted that his bank might participate
in the model. Lab participants suggested that Cohen & Company LLC, which is based in New York and
specializes in unusual CLOs, might be persuaded to become involved.

Action Items: Expansion of KIEDF Model and Creation of Small-business CLO
■

Continue to identify funding for KIEDF’s revolving loan fund model to expand the program.
Continue to provide technical assistance and research for the Koret Foundation.

■

Identify local sponsor to establish a Special Purpose Vehicle. Identify appropriate CLO structure and key stakeholders.
Check status of combined KIEDF/Government Small Business Loan program synthetic CLO. Contact Cohen & Company LLC
for assistance in developing the model.15

■

Contact appropriate bank connections. The representative from Bank Hapoalim suggests that the bank may help
in this capacity.

■

Identify role of credit-enhancement partners, such as the Israeli government, philanthropies, and foundations.

R e c o m m e n d at i o n

Use the Chicago Climate Exchange offsets program

The emerging market for carbon reduction credits offers new and innovative possibilities to help finance
reconstruction of northern Israel. Emissions reduction and trading markets are supplemented by credits
from projects that result in sequestration or destruction of carbon dioxide. These environmental markets
are transforming the traditional role of agricultural and forestry activities.
During the course of the war, nearly 9,000 acres of northern Israeli forest were destroyed. By replanting
these forest areas, the Israeli government has the potential to earn income while mitigating greenhouse gas
emissions that contribute to global climate change. The income source from mitigating carbon emissions
could help Israeli producers and foresters reduce risk, diversifytheir income streams, improve productivity,
and promote the long-term sustainability and health of regional environment.
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For these 9,000
destroyed acres,
estimates suggest
revenues in the
range of $3.5
million through the
CCX marketplace
over a twentyyear period.

One immediate avenue to these markets is through the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). CCX is a selfregulatory exchange created to develop and administer trading in environmental markets. The CCX offsets
portfolio includes forestry, agricultural soil sequestration, methane capture and destruction, renewable
fuels, and fuel efficiency. Through its agriculture soil sequestration program, CCX provides an effective
vehicle for farmers to deliver greenhouse gas emissions reduction credits from conservation tillage and
grassland planting to the market place. To date, more than a million acres of conservation tillage and
grassland in the United States and Canada have been “sold” through the exchange as carbon offsets.
The CCX forestry offset program includes standardized protocols for reforestation. In addition to several
commercial forest companies, CCX has registered forest offsets from multiple U.S. states, Costa Rica, and
Brazil. General criteria for eligibility in CCX forest program include:
■

■

■

forestation and forest enrichment projects
initiated on or after January 1, 1990,
on unforested or degraded forest land
demonstration that entity-wide forest holdings are sustainably managed

■

■

use of approved methods to quantify
carbon stocks
independent third-party verification of
carbon stocks where required

demonstration of long-term commitment
to maintain carbon stocks in forestry

Figure 7 depicts an overview of the CCX market design. An aggregator (e.g., Farm Bureaus) bundles,
documents, and trades the offsets of the various offset providers (local farmers, reforestation advocates).
These bundles of offsets are posted on the CCX Registry, an electronic database that holds records and
transfer information for all account holders. Using the CCX Electronic Trading Platform, the aggregator
can interact with other CCX members, thereby trading credits.
F igure
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Representatives from the CCX used damage estimates to consider the revenue potential from reforestation
to the reconstruction effort. Using conservative figures for forest carbon sequestration, reforestation, and
maintenance under sustainable forestry of these 9,000 destroyed acres, preliminary estimates suggest
revenues in the range of $3.5 million (an average of $176,985 annually) through the CCX marketplace
over a twenty-year period.16
Israeli agriculture and forestry stand to gain financial benefits as active participants in the CCX offsets
program through monetizing “best management” environmental practices. Through aggregation and use
of pre-existing community and civic structures in Israel, it is quite possible that significant value from
provision of global environmental services can be realized.

Action Items: Use CCX Offset Program for Additional Financing
■

Identify offset providers and an offset aggregator in northern Israel.

■

Identify financing to begin reforestation process with appropriate oversight from verifiers.

■

Gain entrance to the Chicago Climate Exchange. Aggregator should become educated in CCX Registry and the Electronic
Trading Platform

23

Conclusion

egional economic security in northern Israel requires economic recovery and
a turnaround from prewar conditions that neglected the country’s periphery. During
the 2006 conflict with Hezbollah in Lebanon, the north was made temporarily
uninhabitable. The war exacerbated pre-existing conditions of economic distress.
Clearly, part of the impact of the missile attacks was to discourage population growth and
economic activity in the region.
But even prior to the war, the region had experienced years of negative population outmigration. Northern Israel has long been characterized by higher than national average rates of
unemployment, poverty, and low income.
Israel can no longer afford, either militarily or economically, to cast the Galilee as “peripheral”
in any sense of the term. Integration of northern Israel into the core growth economy must be
completed, and quickly. All participants, from Los Angeles to Acre, expressed a strong sense of
urgency that financing projects to strengthen Israel’s northern region must be a priority.
Many existing and statutorily approved infrastructure and business finance projects remain
unexecuted because of budgetary constraints. The Labs identified off-the-shelf instruments of
financial innovation that could leverage scarce government and philanthropic funds through
U.S. and Israeli capital markets to accelerate northern regional development.
The means to finance northern Israel’s future have been identified and require the application of
existing and proven financial technologies to accelerate economic development, capital formation,
and job creation. The need and the motivation to address these issues was demonstrated by all
participating in the Financial Innovations Lab process and subsequent discussions with Israeli
officials. The next step is formalization of a Northern Israel Task Force to complete feasibility
studies and commence financing and construction that will create the jobs and infrastructure
for regional integration of northern Israel and the turnaround of the regional economy and the
economic security of its residents.
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A p p e n d i x II

Potential Use of U.S. Tax-exempt Bond Financing

A coalition spearheaded by the Milken Institute is exploring alternative financing options for facilitating
recovery and growth in postwar northern Israel. One of the options under consideration is the issuance of
tax-exempt bonds in the U.S. market to finance infrastructure and other capital projects. This memorandum
identifies key federal tax requirements for such an approach, potential federal tax issues, and a possible strategy
for addressing these issues.

Key Federal Tax Requirements

1

2

Under section 103(a) of the 1986 Internal Revenue

local bond.” Under section 103(c)(1), the bond must

Service Code, as amended (the “IRC” or “Code”),

be an obligation of a state or political subdivision

gross income does include interest on any “state or

thereof.

The interest exemption does not apply to any “private

Service, or other arrangements granting special legal

activity bond” unless it is a “qualified bond.”

entitlements or benefits to a private party. See Treas.

A) In general, no more than 10 percent of the bond

proceeds may be used for any “private business use.”

B) In addition, under section 141(c), the amount

IRC § 141(b)(1). Private business use means use

loaned to “persons other than governmental units”

(directly or indirectly) in a trade or business carried

cannot exceed the lesser of 5% of the bond proceeds

on by “any person other than a governmental unit.”

or $5 million.

17

IRC § 141(b)(6). Private business use includes use
pursuant to a lease, a management contract that does
not meet guidelines published by the Internal Revenue

3

Reg. § 1.141-3.

C) A “qualified bond” includes, among others, an

exempt facility bond, a qualified redevelopment bond
or a qualified 501(c)(3) bond. IRC § 141(e).

Under Code section 142(a), exempt facility bonds

A)

include bonds used to finance airports, docks, and

bond-financed property in the case of airports,

wharves; mass-commuting facilities; facilities for

docks, and wharves; mass-commuting facilities

the furnishing of water; sewage facilities; solid-waste

and environmental enhancements of hydroelectric

disposal facilities; qualified residential rental projects;

generating facilities. IRC § 142(b)(1)(A). The

facilities for the local furnishing of electric energy

governmental unit may lease the facilities to a private

or gas; local district heating or cooling facilities;

party or enter into a management contract if the

qualified

high-speed

agreement meets certain requirements designed to

intercity rail facilities; environmental enhancements

limit the availability of federal tax benefits to the

of hydroelectric generating facilities; qualified public

lessee or manager. IRC § 142(b)(1)(B).

hazardous-waste

facilities;

educational facilities; qualified green building and
sustainable-design projects; and qualified highway or
surface freight transfer facilities.

A “governmental unit” must own all of the
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3
Cont.

B) In other respects, each type of exempt bond facility

■

bond has particular definitions and requirements,

can serve only a city and one contiguous county.

many of which do not appear to contemplate tax-

IRC § 142(g).

exempt bond financing for facilities located outside

■

the United States. For example:
■

■

Qualified hazardous waste facilities must be subject
to final permit requirements under the federal Solid

A facility for the furnishing of water must be
operated by a governmental unit or have its rates

Waste Disposal Act. IRC § 142(h).
■

Environmental enhancements of hydroelectric

regulated by a state or local governmental body, or

generating facilities must be related to a federally

a federal agency or instrumentality. IRC § 142(e).

licensed hydroelectric generating facility owned

A facility for the local furnishing of electric energy

and operated by a governmental unit. IRC § 142(j).

or gas must serve an area limited to a city and one

4

Similarly, a local district heating or cooling facility

■

Qualified highway and surface freight transfer

contiguous county or two contiguous counties. IRC

facilities must receive assistance under specified

§ 142(f).

federal programs. IRC § 142(m).

If the user of bond proceeds is a section 501(c)(3)

activities. IRC § 145(a)(2). In addition, all property

organization, no more than 5 percent of the proceeds

to be financed by the net proceeds of the bond issue

may be used for private business use, loaned to any

must be owned by a section 501(c)(3) organization or

person other than a governmental unit, or used

a “governmental unit.” IRC 145(a)(1).

by the organization in unrelated trade or business

5

The use of tax-exempt bonds by a section 501(c)(3)

others, relief of the poor and distressed or the

organization to finance recovery projects in Northern

underprivileged; erection or maintenance of public

Israel must qualify as a “charitable” purpose under

buildings, monuments or works; lessening of the

Code section 501(c)(3) and regulations issued

burdens of government; and combating community

thereunder. Charitable purposes include, among

deterioration.
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A p p e n d i x II

Potential Use of U.S. Tax-exempt Bond Financing

continued

Potential Federal Tax Issues

1

The bond issuer must be a state or political

exceptions, even those states may not be able to issue

subdivision thereof, but the bond laws in most states

bonds for projects outside the United States without

do not authorize the issuance of bonds for projects

amendments to their applicable laws.

located outside the state. While there are a few

2

Under Code section 150(a)(2), the term “governmental

than a governmental person. Treas. Reg. § 1.141-1(b).

unit” is defined to exclude the United States or any

Thus, bonds used to finance facilities that are owned

agency or instrumentality thereof.” The statutory

by or leased to an Israeli governmental unit will

definition does not expressly exclude or include

constitute taxable private activity bonds unless they

foreign governmental units. However, the private

are qualified bonds used for exempt facilities. Similarly,

activity bond regulations define “governmental

bonds used to make or finance loans to Israeli entities

person” to mean a state or local governmental unit,

will constitute private activity bonds. See Treas.

or any agency or instrumentality thereof, and define

Reg. § 1.141-5(a).

“nongovernmental person” to mean a person other

3

While undertaking the recovery projects would lessen

charities may conduct their charitable activities

the burdens of Israeli governmental entities, it is

outside the United States. If necessary, therefore,

not clear whether lessening the burdens of a foreign

the contemplated activities of a U.S. nonprofit

government is a charitable activity under section

corporation could qualify as charitable on grounds

501(c)(3) of the code. It is clear, however, that U.S.

other than lessening the burdens of government.

Possible Strategies
The first issue discussed above can be addressed by seeking state legislation in New York or California to authorize the
issuance of bonds by a state entity to finance the northern Israel recovery projects in particular or, more broadly, to finance
projects outside the United States.
The second issue discussed above could be addressed by having a U.S. charity retain ownership and operational control of
facilities, with the possible operation of the facilities by a private party pursuant to a management contract that satisfied
IRS guidelines. Such an approach, however, may raise significant non-tax concerns, both for Israel and the U.S. charity.
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The federal tax issues also could be addressed by seeking a legislative solution. The legislation might include the following
elements:
■

It would establish a new federally chartered corporation (e.g., “the Northern Israel Reconstruction Finance Corporation”)
for the specific purpose of assisting in the financing of northern Israel recovery and development projects.

■

It would define the purposes of the corporation to include the relief of poor and distressed persons in northern Israel
(including those affected by the war); the erection or maintenance of public buildings, monuments or works in northern
Israel; lessening of the burdens of Israeli governmental entities; and combating deterioration in northern Israel communities.
The legislation would declare these purposes to be “charitable” within the meaning of section 501(c)(3) of the Code.

■

It would authorize the corporation to use the proceeds of tax-exempt bonds issued by a state or local governmental unit
in the United States in order to finance the projects in northern Israel. The corporation would be authorized to build the
projects, retain ownership, and lease them to Israeli governmental entities; to build the projects and transfer ownership
to Israeli governmental entities; and/or to lend the bond proceeds to Israeli governmental entities that would undertake
the projects themselves.18

■

The legislation would provide that, notwithstanding existing law, the Israeli governmental entities shall be treated as
“governmental units” for purposes of code sections 141 and 145.

■

The legislation would prescribe a governance structure for the corporation, which might provide that initial appointments
to the board of directors be made by one or more specified U.S. charities that support Israel financially. Following the
initial appointments, the board could be “self-perpetuating,” with vacancies filled by the remaining board members.

Because the proposed legislation would expand existing federal tax law on tax-exempt bond financing, particularly with
respect to the definition of “governmental unit,” it likely would be scored as having a negative impact on federal revenues.
The legislation therefore would have to limit the total amount of tax-exempt bond financing authorized for projects that
otherwise would not qualify for such financing under existing law.
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